
 
                                                                February, 2016 

HSC launches new crawler crane SCX3500-3! 

~Refined compact-body, outstanding workability, advanced assembly system~ 

 

Tokyo-based manufacturer Hitachi Sumitomo Heavy Industries Construction Crane Co., Ltd., 

(HSC) has launched the SCX3500-3, maximum 350-tonne lifting capacity hydraulic crawler 

crane in February 2016. 

The SCX3500-3 is equipped with cleaner running engine that meets EU stage Ⅳand U.S. Tier 

4 final exhaust emission regulations and improve on energy-saving performance. 

The machine is designed for outstanding work capabilities within a refined compact-body, 

combined with superb transportation and assembly system. 

 

＜FEATURES＞  

1. High-performance with compact-body  

Together with standard specification with high lifting capacities, short tail swing radius 

specification is selectable which is introduced for the first time for the 350-tonne crane 

class. With this specification, live-mast never exceed the counter weight rear-end radius. 

The design allows the operation on tight construction sites such as logistic warehouses.  

    The SCX3500-3 covers wide range from wide to small radius and also makes operations 

close to the crane easier during luffing jobs, by limiting the angle of the tower boom to 88° 

and tower jib to 74°. 

 

2. High-rigidity body and boom 

In addition to greater rigidity for the lower frame, boom rigidity has also been increased 

with the use of a wider boom foot and larger diameter boom material.  

This higher level of rigidity provides an outstanding level of control for high-precision and 

dependable operating capabilities, with minimal side deflection and twisting at the front. 

 

3. Superb transportability and assembly system 

Body width of less than 3m and standard front-rear split upper structure with hydraulic 

assist pin offers great transportability. The installation of crawler, rear-post and jib 

backstops uses hook-on and pin joint system. With connection device with hydraulic assist 

pin allows easy positioning and assembly work without hammer. Thanks to those design, 

cost and time for assembly is almost same level of middle class crane.  

A QuickDraw system is available for self-installation/removal of the heavy crawler side 

frame, boom base and lower weights. 

 

4. New cleaner engine & ECO MODE 

The SCX3500-3 is equipped with cleaner running engine that meets EU stage Ⅳand U.S. 

Tier 4 final exhaust emission regulations. A new auto idle stop function and ECO MODE 

also allows energy-efficient operation. 



5. Remote-sensing -Precise crane monitoring system- 

Precise monitoring of the crane’s operating condition to minimize downtime and ensure 

accurate maintenance. Keeping machines in the best possible operating condition helps to 

improve operating efficiency, while also reducing the time and cost required for 

maintenance. 

 

＜SPECIFICATION＞ 

SCX3500-3 
Lift crane 

Tower crane 
Hammerhead* Tower head 

Max. lifting capacity 350 t × 5.0m 180 t × 10.0m 100 t × 12.4m 

Boom length 18.0m 24.0 to 72.0m － 

Tower length － － 24.0 to 60.0m 

Tower jib length － － 24.0 to 60.0m 

Tower + tower jib length － － 60.0m + 60.0m 

Rope line 

speeds  

Front/rear main  110m /min 110m /min 110m /min 

Boom hoist 34m /min × 2 34m /min × 2 34m /min × 2 

Tower jib hoist － － 55 m /min 

Swing speed 0.86min-1 0.86min-1 0.86min-1 

Engine make/model  Cummins QSL9 (EU Stage IV / U.S. Tier 4 f) 

Engine rated output  272kW/2000min-1 

*Option 

  

The SCX3500-3 will be exhibited during bauma 2016 scheduled for 11th -17th April. 

 

*The contents of the article are as of the date of release and are subject to change without notice. 

 

http://www.bauma.de/index-2.html

